
01 The interplay of 
contrasting colours and 
textures creates a striking 
kitchen that emphasizes 
light and shade. 

FLYING SOLO 
•  R O S S T A N G  A R C H I T E C T S  •

Bucking the trend to combine the  
kitchen, dining room and living,  
the client requested a kitchen that  
stands decidedly alone.   

Words by Lara Brown
Photography by Sharyn Cairns
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In a sharp departure from the open-plan “everything,” the  
client for the renovation of this 1857 Georgian house in 
the Melbourne suburb of Hawthorn requested a distinctly 
standalone kitchen. 
“It’s quite unusual to have a kitchen on its own,” says Rosemary 

Ross of Rosstang Architects. But she likens it to an earlier era, 
when “there was no dining in the kitchen. The kitchen used to 
be like an outhouse where the food was made and then brought 
in.” Rather than creating an isolated kitchen like those from 
the early twentieth century, Rosstang Architects has offered a 
contemporary interpretation where the kitchen works both ways: 
as a conversation-centric gathering place for family and friends 
(no TV screens allowed) and as a place of solitude. In a six-person-
plus-two-canines family, moments of peace may be just as prized as 
those precious family interactions.   

The north-facing kitchen is part of an eighty-square-metre 
addition to the back of the house. Floor-to-ceiling windows and 
sliding glass doors with articulated black frames open the kitchen 
up to the garden, inviting dining outside. On cold or wet days, the 
family can dine in one of two interior dining spaces. 

“It works brilliantly when you have a client who likes what you 
like,” Rosemary says, in reference to the kitchen’s bold black-and-
white colour scheme. While visually striking, the black and white 
also emphasize light and shade, according to Rosemary, making the 

space seem lighter than it really is. Light bounces off the polished 
concrete floor, and stainless steel appliances and handmade 
American oak doorknobs punctuate the black joinery, further 
brightening the room.  

A beautiful pendant serves as a focal point in the sparsely 
decorated kitchen, hanging over the marble tabletop, which 
doubles as a food prep area and an informal gathering space. The 
architects tucked a butler’s pantry and laundry space at the rear 
of the kitchen, concealed in a pod, with a pass-through window 
accented by another, more discreet pendant light.  

The architects have continued the kitchen’s elegant palette 
and distinctive lighting in the two new bathrooms, built in the 
existing structure, so that the house would read as a whole. “It was 
fairly straightforward,” Rosemary says. “We used a darker floor tile 
that doesn’t show too much dirt, so it’s practical, too.” The main 
bathroom continues the black walls but also has a feature wall in 
grey hexagonal tiles, along with a grey concrete tiled floor. A slim, 
rectangular light hangs above the freestanding bath, the whiteness 
of which is emphasized by the dark walls. The main ensuite employs 
a freestanding tub on granite tiles and a slimline stone double 
sink. A mirrored cabinet increases the apparent spaciousness of 
the room, while light fixtures complement the space without being 
outright scene-stealers. Subtle material textures lend a sense of 
warmth to both new bathrooms. 
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03 The stainless steel sink 
and benchtop stands out 
against the black matt 
timber panelling.    

04 The butler’s pantry and 
laundry are located off 
the hallway behind the 
kitchen.  

02 The client wanted the 
kitchen to be separate 
– a space conducive to 
conversation or solitude. 
Artwork: Brett Coelho. 
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0 10 m

1 Entry
2 Study
3 Living
4 Dining
5 Sitting 
6 Kitchen
7 Pantry
8 Laundry
9 Powder room
10 Bedroom
11 Ensuite
12 Main bathroom
13 Walk-in robe
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Kitchen plan  1:100 Ensuite plan  1:100 Main bathroom plan  1:100

0706

05 The ensuite’s bath soaks 
up light from an existing 
window, while simple 
fixtures and lighting 
round out the space.  

07 The main bathroom’s 
black walls, grey tiles 
and concrete flooring 
emphasize the whiteness 
of the freestanding bath.

06 Striations in the flooring 
and benchtop give a 
sense of warmth to  
the ensuite. 

0 1.5 m
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08 A dramatic pendant 
serves as a focal point 
in the decorated kitchen. 
Artwork (L-R): Mitchell 
McAuley; David Band. 
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Architect
Rosstang Architects
26 Elcorporategin Street
Hawthorn Vic 3122 
+61 3 9818 0393
rosstang@internode.on.net
www.rosstang.com.au 

Practice profile
A practice focusing on a 
range of residential projects, 
including heritage home 
renovations. 

Project team
Rosemary Ross, Waihan Tang

Builder
Kleev Homes 

Kitchen products
Internal walls: Timber 
panelling stained with Porter’s  
Paints ‘Palm Beach Black’; 
Dulux ‘Natural White’ paint 
Flooring: Polished concrete 
floor from Mentone Premix 
Joinery: 2-pac cupboards; 
stainless steel and Carrara 
marble benchtops; 
Caesarstone splashback in 
‘Raven’; custom-made steel 
rangehood
Lighting: Christopher Boots 
Phasmida pendant light
Sinks and tapware:  
Fantini Cafe mixer
Appliances: Fisher  
and Paykel fridge
Doors and windows:  
Pittella hardware

Bathroom products
Internal walls: Hexagonal 
marble wall tiles from Perini; 
Dulux ‘Natural White’ paint; 
original bluestone 
Flooring: Concrete tiles in 
main bathroom from Perini; 
Blue Moon granite tiles  
in ensuite
Joinery: Winter Haze 
benchtop for ensuite vanity 
from CDK Stone; custom 
joinery
Lighting: Porcelight  
from Cult
Tapware and fittings: 
Hydrotherm Platinum towel 
warmer 
Doors and windows: 
Existing windows in both 
bathrooms


